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Introduction 
Let R be a left Artinian ring, U a left R-module and T= End(RU). From a well 
known theorem of Morita duality the following conditions are equivalent (see 
[II, il11, [W: 
(i) There exists a duality between the category 2t of all finitely generated left 
R-modules and the category X2 of all finitely generated right T-modules via 
functors Hom( -, RU) : .Fl -+ -F2 and Hom( -, I/,-) : .f+ Xl. 
(ii) &l is a finitely generated injective cogenerator (in the category of all left 
R-modules). 
When one of the above equivalent conditions is satisfied, 7 is right Artirlian and 
the right T-module UT is a finitely generated injective cogenerator. 
In this paper we shall extend this concept of Morita duality (of Artinian rings) 
to a situation of certain hereditary torsion theories. Let R and T be rings and U an 
(R, T)-bimodule. Let us denote &U) (resp. I(&)) the injective hull of RU (resp. 
Ur). Throughout this paper rl (resp. r2) denotes a hereditary torsion 
theory (see 141, [IS]) with respect to the ring R (resp. T) cogenerated by I(KU) 
(resp. I&)). The rl -torsion free class means a class of all left R-modules which 
are embedded in direct products of copies of 1(&J). A submodule M of a left 
R-module N is rI -closed if N/M is rl -torsion free. On the other hand, M is called 
r1 -dense in N, if Hom(RN/M, &U)) =O. If N has a finitely generated rl -dense 
submodule, N is said to be q-finite/y generated. Let Q,,( ) cresp. QJ )) be the 
localization functor with respect o q (resp. r2). We shall say that a left R-module 
M is a q -quotient module, if Q&V) =M. Let L be a homomorphic image of a 
finite direct sum of copies of a left R-module K. Then, L is called finitely generated 
by K. 
Now, assume R satisfies the descending chain condition o 
When &J is faithful and T=End(,U), in Section 2 it will be proved that the 
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following conditions are equivalent. 
(9 (a) Q,,(U) = QJW=~, say). 
(b) There exists a duality between the category t/1 of al% r1 -finitely generated 
r1 -quotient left R-modules and the category ‘t2 of all r2-finitely generated 
r2 -quotient right T-modules via functors 
Hom(-,&: Q-‘Y;~ and Hom(-,&-): %2-%‘1. 
(ii) & is rr -finitely generated and every r1 -torsion free left R-module which is 
finitely generated by R@U is embedded in a direct product of copies of & 
Furthermore, any of these two equivalent statements implies that T satisfies the 
descending chain condition on r2-closed right ideals, c/r is r2-finitely generated and 
every ~-torsion free right T-module which is finitely generated by T@ U is 
embedded in a direct product of copies of UT. 
it is tc be noted that this result is closely connected with a condition for left QF-3 
rktg$, i .c., rings with minima1 faithful left modules (cf. [VI), to be right QF-3 
(PI, P2l). 
A t ypicai example of & in this result is a ring R such that every finitely 
generated submodule of I( RR) is torsionless and R satisfies descending chain condi- 
tion on annihilator left ideals, i.e., a ring R with a semi-primary (left and right) QF-3 
masimal two-sided quotient ring [9]. When R has this condition, in Section 3 (as 
an application of the considerations in Section 2) we shall give a necessary and suffi- 
cicnt condition for a finitely generated1 left R-module to be reflexive. Especially, if 
R i\ a QF-3 ring with the ascending chain condition on annihilator left (and hence 
right) ideals, it will be proved that every reflexive module is contained in a finitely 
~encratcd projective module. Consequently, every reflexive left module over a left 
Artinian QF-3 ring is finitely generated. 
i~hr~ughout thi\ paper every ring has <an identity, every homomorphism between 
odulcs will be written on the opposite side of scalars and DCC (ACC) means the 
descending (ascending) chain condition. 
1. Preliminaries 
ii section R, T are rings and U is a left R-module. A left R-module A4 is 
if .V is embedded in a direct product of copies of &I. 
C~rrnkkr the following conditions. 
i) Lcry finitely generated submodule of I(,$) is U-torsionless. 
i) kcry finitely generated r1 -torsion free module is U-torsionless. 
(iii) Every r1 -torsion free module which is finitely generated by R@ U is 
fl, (I) - (ii) = (iii). E ,.J is finitely generated, these three conditions are 
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Proposition 1.1. Assume that every tl -torsion free left R-module which is finitely 
generated b-y U is U-torsionless and T = End(RU). Then, T is embedded in 
S = End(RQ,I (U)) as a s2 -dense essential right T-submodule. 
Proof. Since RU is rl-torsion free, Q,,(U) 2 U. Assume Ssf#O and Uw#O. 
Since U+ Uf is a homomorphic image of U@ U, it is U-torsionless. Then, 
there exists g,, g2 E Horn{ &+ Uf, RU) such that (x)gl #O and (Uf)g2 ~0. Since 
Qr,W+ b'f)=Q,,Wh g, is extended to an element g1 E S uniquely. The fact that 
U& c U and Ufgl c U implies & and fgl are elements of T. As (x)& #to, we have 
Hom(S&, I(U&) = 0 by [7, p. 3, Proposition 0.31. From a same argument g2 is 
extended to an element g2 of S such that & E T and 0 #jlrg2 E T. It follows ST is an 
essential extension of TT and this completes the proof. 
Let M be a rl -torsion free left R-module. By [5] M has DC@ and ACC on 
q -closed submodules, if and only if there exists a maximal chain 
M=MO~M,I)*+Ik=O ($1 
of q-closed submodules. In this case M is said to have q-finite length and we 
denote tl -length RM = k. The chain (*) is called tl -composition series of M. When 
R has DCC on 7] -closed left ideals, by a result of Miller and Teply [lo] every left 
R-module with DCC on 7] -closed submodules has ACC on 7l -closed submodules. 
Assume RM has DCC on zl -closed submodules and there exists an R-mono- 
morphism (x : n/r-+ ni,,,, K(‘), where K(‘) is a copy of a 7l -torsion free left R-module 
K. Let q be the canonical mapping M--N(‘), k A. Since ker Cyi s q -closed in M, 
there exists a finite subset F of /1 such that n,EF ker ai = 0, i.e., M is embedded in 
a finite direct sum of copies of K. 
Lemma 1.2. Assume R has DCC on 71-closed !eft ideals. If & is 751-finitely 
generated and every finitely generated submoduie of &U) is U-torsionless, 
Q,,(U) contains an injective R-submodule E such that I(&) is E-torsioniess. 
Consequently, every ICY -torsion free module is Q,,(U)-torsionless. 
Proof. It is easily checked that ,J has 7l -finite length, since KU is 7l -finitely 
generated. Then, I(&) is finite GolCie dimensional. Put ((KU) = MI @+M,, 
where Mi is injective uniform. Suppose there is a Mi which is noi TV -finitely 
generated. Then, we have an infinite chain 0= L,+ 5 _ $LJ$ •*~ of finitely 
generated submodule of Mi such that ,$ is not 7l -dense in Lj+ l, j= 0, 1, . . . . 
Assume that 7l -length ,&I = k. As Lk+ l is a finitely generated submodule of I(&), 
it is Q,,(U)-tor sionless. This implies LA + l is embedded in a finite direct sum of 
copies of Q,,(U), since Lk + l has DCC on q -closed submodules. Clearly Lk + l is a 
uniform left R-module. Hence there exists an R-monomorphism f : Lk + 1 -+Q,,( U). 
We have a chain O=L,f$L,f$~*$L k+ 1 f of submodules of Q,,(U) such that 
Ljf is not rl-dense in Lj_+ If, j=O,l,..., k. However, this is a contradiction, since *. 
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7r -length Q,,(U) = k. It follows that each Mi has a finitely generated fl -dense sub- 
module V,, say. As is shown above there exists an R-monomorphism from 1: to 
Q,,W and he nce from M, to Q,,(U). Then, we can see that *there xists a subclass 
CM/,,, Mp,, 0.9 L Mp,) of {M,, Mz, 00.9 M,} such E = @;= 1 M’, is embedded in Q,,(U) 
and &U) is E-torsionless. 
know, in the following a 71 -torsion free left R-module M is called 71 -cocritical, 
if M#O and every non-zero submodule is 71 -dense. 
I,emma 1.3. Assume every TV -torsion free left R-module which is finitely generated 
W is U-rorsionless and T= End( RU). Then, 
(i) Da M is a cyclic T2-cocritical right T-module, Hom(M7, c/7) is a 71 -cocritical 
ieft R-module. 
(ii) /s R has DCC on q -closed left ideals and N is a TV -cocritical eft R-module, 
Hom(,JV, &) is a T?-coktical right T-module, when Hom(RN, ,U)+O. 
Proof. (i) There exists a maximal 7z-closed right ideal J of T such that MZ T/J. 
PlJt l(jJ)== (xc U;xJ=O}. Then, RHom(Mr, U7)q&(J). It is easy to see that 
C+ (J) is *U-torsionless and then IU( J) is a TV -closed submodule of ,&J. Suppose 
there exists a proper 7] -closed submodule I/ ($0) of Iu( J). As V is 71 -closed in U, 
ci! 2’ is U-torsiontess. Hence there exists t e T such that I,(J)t#O and Vt =O. 
Clearly t @ J and J+ tT is a Tz-dense right ideal of T. However, this is a contradic- 
tion, hce V( J+ t T) = 0. It follows that It’(J) is a 7r -cocritical left R-module. 
(ii) Assume Hom( JV, ,,&J) 3 f, (#O), fi and U3 u ~0. By Lemma 1.2 there exists 
an injective left R-submodule E of Q,(U) such that I(,$) is E-torsionless. There 
c’+J\ an R-homomorphism 8: Q,,(U)+E such that (u)e#O. As RN is rl-cocritical 
and Im f, is a non-zero TV -torsion free module, fi is a monomorphism. Hence 
there exists an R-homomlorphism @ : U --+ E such that f2B = fi @, since R E is injec- 
tivc. As 0 and @ can be regarded to be elements of End(,Q,,( U)), by Proposition 
1.1 there exists a sZ-dense right ideal D of T such that 8D c T and @D c T. We can 
choose dE D such that (u)ed#O. Since fi* Od=fi 9 @d, we have fi- odEfiT. This 
plies Hom(jHom(R N, $J)/f, T],, I(U&) = 0. Thus Hom(RN, &)7, which is 
C’! -forGontess, is r:-cocritical unless it is 0. 
c‘ C’ is an (R, T)-bimodule. Let X be a left R-module and Y a right 
ule. We shalt say that X and Y form an orthogonal pair with respect o 
vided there exists a bilinear mapping (RX, Y&+&-denoted by ( , ) such 
) = 0 implies s = 0 and (X, y) = 0 implies y = 0. If W is a subset of X (resp. 
note by r( W) (resp. I( W)) the annihilator ( y E Y; ( W, y)} = 0 (resp. 
= 0). It is easily checked that Y/r(W) is U-torsionless. Furthermore, 
at JC (resp. YT) is TV -torsion free (resp. rz-torsion free). 
(&l). Assume that R satisfies DCC on q -closed left 
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ideals, RU is q -finitely generated and every 7! -torsion free left R-module which is 
finitely generated by R@ U is U-torsionless. If a left R-module X and a right 
T-module Y form an orthogonal pair with respel:t to &, then 7l -length RX = 
72 -length YT in the case where TV -length ,X-C 00 (Jr 72-length YT < 00. 
Proof. Assume RX has tl -finite length. Let X=X02 XI 2 .** 2 Xn = 0 be a 71 - 
composition series. Then, we have a chain 0 = r(X,) c: r(XI) 5 ... c r(X,,) = Y of 
r2-closed submodules of YT. One can check that r(Xi+ l)/r(Xj) is embedded in the 
right T-module Hom(,Xi/Xi+ ], RU) canonically, i = O9 .. . , n - 1. Since Xi/Xi+ 1 is 
7l -cocritical, by lemma 1.3 r(Xi+ l)/r(Xi) is r2-cocritical unless it is 0. This implies 
~~-1ength RX~ t,-length Yr. Conversely, assume there exists a r2 -composition 
series Y= YOq YQ*~~ Y*=O. Let yE Y\yJ:+l. Suppose l(Y&l(yT+ yj:+l). 
Then, there exists XE X such that (x, I$) #to and (x, yT+ Y+ 1) =O. Hence 
Hom([ Y/yT+ Y+ 1] r, UT) # 0. This is a contradiction, since yT+ Y+ l is a r2-dense 
submodule of Y. It follo.ws that 
l(Y)=l(yT+ F+l) and l(Yj,+,)/l(Y;)=l(Yj:+,)/l(yT+ y~:+~). 
So l( v+ ,)/l( Y) is embedded in Hom([ yT+ I$+ l/Y+ l]T, I/r). As yT+ q+ l /yl.+ 1 is 
a cyclic r2-cocritical right T-module, by Lemma 1.3 Hom([ yT+ Y+ 1 /Y i 1]~, UT) is 
a ‘I~ -cocritical left R-module. Thus we have r2-length Y+ 71 -length RX and this 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 1.5. Assume U is an (R, T)-bimodule and M is a left R-module. Then, the 
right T-module Hom(&!, &) can be embedded in a direct product of copies of 
UT as a r2-closed submo!dule. 
Proof. There exists a T-monomorphism 8 : Hom(RM, &J)--+ J#JxeM U@) defined by 
p,,#(f) = (m)f, f E Hom(RM, RU) and m E M, where U(‘) is a copy of UT and pm is 
the projection nxeM V-+ Urn). Suppose y E n uEM U(*) and there exists a r2-dense 
right ideal D of T such that yD c Im 8. Define a mapping Q, : M-+ U by (x)@ = 
(y)p,, XE M. If we show that @ is an R-homomorphism, then y = 0(@) E Im 8 and 
the proof will be completed. Let d ED be an arbitrary element. We can select 
f e Hom(, M, &‘) such that (y)p,d = (yd)p, = (x)f, XE M. Therefore, for every 
r-e R and XE M we have 
{ (rx)@ - r l WP)d= UY)P,- r l (y)p,}d = (rxlf - r l (xlf =O. 
Since D is a r2-dense right ideal of T, (rx)Q, = r a(x)@.. Moreover, for every 
-q,xzEM 
[(Xl +x2)@-- {(X1)@f(xz)@)]d= KY)P,,+,- HY)Px, +(Y)Px,Ild 
=(x1 +x2)f- {(x1)f+(x2)f 1 =O* 
It follows that Q) is an -homrnorphism. 
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2. Duality for quotient modules 
A left R-module M has ACC on q-closed submodules, if and only if every sub- 
module of M is q -finitely generated (see [15, p. 2631). Now, we are able to prove 
the foiowing: 
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ring, U a faithful Ieft R-module and T= End(RW). 
Assume R has DCC on q -closed left ideals, R U is q -finitei’y generated and every 
T, -torsion ,free left R-module which is finiteIy generated by R@ U is U-torsionless. 
Then: 
(i) T has DCC on T2 -closed right ideals, UT is T2 -finitely generated and every 
r2 -torsion free right T-module which is finitely generated by T@ U is U-torsionless. 
(ii) Q,,N.J~ = QJW f = 0, say), EndtRoJ = QJT) ad EN&-) = Q,,(R). 
proof. (i) Since & and TT (resp. RR and U,) form an orthogonal pair with 
respect io RUr, by Proposition 1 A TT (resp. U,) has DCC on r+losed sub- 
modules. U, also has ACC on r2 -closed submodules and hence is r2-finitely 
generated. Let P be a finite direct sum of copies of the right T-module T@ U. 
Assume N is a r2-closed submodule of P. It is sufficient to show that P/N is 
U-torsion&. Set P* = Hom(.P,, UT). Then, R P* and P7. form an orthogonal pair 
with respect o RL$-. CIearlv Pr has r,-finite length and we can check that there 
cskt a r2 -composition series P = PO 3 PI 3 •~.~&=N~-+~~P,=:O. By the same 
argument as in the proof of Proposition i.4 
i\ ;i T, -composition series and we can deduce r(l(P,)) = P,, i=O, . . . ,n. Since 
r(l(X)) = ;‘L’, there exists a Fmonomorphism @ : P/N -+ rl,E,(.Vj Ucf’ defined by 
/I,@(_Y + X) = g(x), x E P and g E I(N), where pK is the projection &e,t.v, U(s’-+ U? 
(ii) Assume QJU)S.Y#O and UZI_Y#O. As Rx+U is a homomorphic image 
of the kft R-module R@ U and hence U-torsionless, there exists g,, g2 E 
Hom( KR.v + U, &) such that (y)g, #O, (_y)g2 f 0. By a same argument as in the 
rt~of of Proposition 1.1 gl, g2 are extended to &, & E End(R Q,,(U)), which are 
incd in T. Since (_I-)& c U and (_v)g, #to, we have Hom( QJ U)/& I( I/&-) =O. 
~‘TI~w~‘, Qi (L’), is an essential extension of UT, since 0# (x)& E U. This 
% Qr (c’) c QJ U). Next, put R’= End(&). Let r; be the hereditary torsion 
respect-to the ring R’ cogenerated by I(,$). Since RR’ and UT form 
ogonal pair with respect to &r, by Proposition 1.4 and its left right 
%i mrrrt”tr>~, ri -Iengt h KR’ = r-,-length UI. = r1 -1engt h HR. Hence KR is a q -dense 
of KR’_ Then, we can check that Q,,(U)= Q,;(U), where Q,;( ) is the 
functor with respect to r;. Now, as is shown above we can deduce that 
us QJU)=Q,,(U) (=& say). Put s=End(RU) and Q= 
a 1.5 SI is embedded in a direct product of copies of the 
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T;!-quotient module & as a r2 -closed submodule. Hence ST is a 72-quotient 
module and it follows from Proposition 1.1 that S= Q,(T). Moreover, R’ is a 
7; -dense essential left R-submodule of Q by Proposition 1.1. Hence R is a r1 -dense 
essential eft R-submoduk of Q, too, and !2 = Q,,(R). 
Remark 1. If in Theorem 2.1 R has a minimal r1 -dense left ideal D, then DCir U 
and hence I(&) is I/-torsionless, since by left right symmetry of Lemma 1.2 I( UT) 
is Otorsionless. 
Recently it is proved in [9] that a ring R has a semi-primary QF-3 maximal two- 
sided quotient ring, if and only if R has DCC on annihilator left ideals and every 
finitely generated submodule of I(,R) is torsionless (where QF-3 means left and 
right QF-3). Assume R satisfies this condition and U is a finitely generated torsion- 
less faithful left R-module. Then, annihilator left ideals coincide with r1 -closed left 
ideals. Furthermore, every finitely generated submodule of I(&) is torsionless and 
hence U-torsionless. Let T = End(&). By Theorem 2.1 T has DCC on r2 -closed 
right ideals and every finitely generated submodule of I(TT’) is U-torsionless. If the 
trace ideal of ,U has no nonzero right annihilator in R, we can deduce that the 
fiathful right T-module U is torsionlesss. This implies T has DCC on annihilator 
right ideals and every finitely generated submodule of I(TT) is torsionless. Thus we 
have the following result. 
Corollary 2.2. Let U be a finitely generated torsionless faithful left module over a 
ring R and the trace ideal of U has no non-zero right annihilator in R. If R has a 
semi-primary QF-3 maximal two-sided quotient ring, then SO does End(&J). 
Now, using Theorem 2.1 we can prove: 
Theorem 2.3. Let U be a faithful left R-module over a ring R and T=End(&J). 
If R satisfies DCC on rl-closed left ideals, then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(0 (a) Q&J) = Q&J> <=o, say). 
(b) There exists a duality between the category ‘f ;, of all TV -finitely generated 
r1 -quotient left R-modules and the category 16~ of all r2-finitely generated 
Q -quotient right T-modules via functors 
Hom( -, #) : ‘d’, + “5 and Hom( -, &-) : (dz -+ % 1. 
(ii) RU is ~~ -finitely generated and every r1 -torsion free left R-module which is 
finitely generated by R@ U is U-torsionless. 
roof. (i)=+(ii) Put F= Hom( -, Ro) and G = Hom( -, &-), the canonical con- 
travariant functors between the category of all left R-modules and the category of 
all right T-modules. It is evident that ,8z ,G(Q,,(T)) E 86 1 . Hence & is 
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7] -finitely generated. Since R has DCC on 71-closed left ideals, # has DCC on 
71 -closed submodules and then RU is 7l -finitely generated. Put S = End@). Since 
Q,?(T) zFG(Q,( T)) SF(O) = s, s is the ring of quotient of T with respect o 72. 
Let L be a ~~-torsion free left R-module such that there exists an R-epimorphism 
f: 6 (R’“0 Uq+L, 
1=l 
where R1’) and Ufi) are copies of RR and ,$ respectively. Assume L 3 a#O. Since 
RL has DCC on rl -closed submodules and hence To-finitely generated, 
Q,, (L) E %.I . It follows that Q,,(L) z GF(Q,,(L)) and hence we can see that L is *Cf- 
torsionless. Therefore, there exists an R-homomorphism h : L+ si such that (a)h #O. 
Let (Pi (resp. 0i) be the canonical mapping Rti)+ 0 (resp. Ufi) + 6) induced from 
f - h: 6 (R”‘$)U”‘)-,O, 
i=l 
i=I , . . . , n. Write Ui = (li)@i, where li is the identity of R’? On other hand, 0i is ex- 
tended to an element Bi of S. We can select a 7*-dense right ideal D of T such that 
u;Dc U and OiDC T, i= 1, . . . . n. Now, there exists de D such that (a)h l d#OO. We 
can easily check that h l de Hom(R L, &J) and hence L is RU-torsionless. 
(ii)=(i) By Theorem 2.1 Q,,(U) = Q,,(U) (=o) and S= End(#) is a ring of 
quotient of T with respect o rz.. Assume ME Y, 1. By Lemma 1.2 the TV -torsion free 
module M is #-torsionless. So R M and F(M)s form an orthogonal pair with 
respect o &. It is evident that 7] is the hereditary torsion theory cogenerated by 
I(#). Let I~ be the hereditary torsion theory with respect to the ring S 
cogenerate6 by /(ci,). Since & is r1 -finitely generated, by Proposition 1.4 
=rl -1engt h I-: M = ?* -length F(M), . We can easily check that Tz-length 
F(M), = r?-length F(M),. Hence F(M), is 72-finitely generated and is contained in 
/ z, because F(M), is embedded in a direct product of copies of &- as a r+losed 
submodule from Lemma 1.5. Moreover, ~~-1ength RM= ~~-1ength RGF(M), since 
R Hom(.F(M)s, &) (=RGF(M)) and F(M)s form an orthogonal pair with respect o 
& # This @plies that the 71 -quotient &torsionless module M is embedded in the 
7] -torsion free module GF(M) as a TV -dense submodule and hence RMs ,,GF(M) 
canonically. By the left right symmetry we have that for every NE i&z , G(N) E Y l 
and 1V7.zFG(N)r canonically. This completes the proof. 
Now, in the following a submodule M of a left R-module N is said to be 
RR-rufiona& closed in N, provided N/M is &RR)-torsionless. On the other hand, 
M is called RR-dense in N, if Hom(,+‘/M, RI(RR))=O. If M is embedded in a 
direct product of copies of I(,R) as an RR-rationally closed submodule, we shall 
say IhR)-dominant dimension Mr2. Let Y, = {left R-module X; I(,R)-dominant 
dimension X2 2 and X has a finitely generated RR-dense submodule} and 
J - = (right R-module Y; [(RR)-dominant dimension Yr2 and V 
geierated RK -dense submodule). 
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Corollary 2.4. The folrowing conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R has a maximal two-sided quotient ring Q such that Q has DCC on both 
annihilator left ideals and annihilator ight ideals, and there exists a duality between 
PI and P2 via functors 
Hom(-,RQ): 9,-+5$ and Hom(-,QR): &-)Q,. 
(ii) R has DCC on annihilator left ideals and every finitely generated submodule 
of RR R) is torsionless. 
Proof. Clearly, R has DCC on annihilator left ideals (resp. RR-rationally closed 
left ideals), if and only if so does its maximal left quotient ring. 
(ii)=,(i) This is immediate from Theorem 2.1 and 2.3, since every rationally 
closed left ideal coincides with an annihilator left ideal (cf. [M]). 
(i)* (ii) Let K be a QQ-rationally closed left ideal of Q. Since Q/K is a sub- 
module of an R-module contained in 9i, it is Q-torsionless and hence K is an 
annihilator left ideal of Q. So R has DCC on RR-rationally closed left ideals. 
Remark 2. Let R be a left QF-3 ring with DCC on annihilator left ideals and Re 
an injective faithful left ideal which is embedded in every faithful left R-module, 
where e is an idempotent. As RRe is a dominant module (see [6)), I(Re,& is a 
cogenerator. If we put &-= RReeRe, the category .d of all finitely generated right 
eRe-modules coincides with x2 (in Theorem 2.3). Hence there exists a duality 
between 1/1 and .v’. 
3. Reflexive modules 
Let M be a left R-module. Write M* = Hom( & RR) and M** = Hom(M& RR). 
If RMzRM** canonically, M is called reflexive. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume R is a ring wirh DCC on annihilator /eft ideals and ever_*’ 
finitely generated submodule of I(,R) is torsionless. Then, a finitely generated left 
R-module X is reflexive, if and only if X is embedded in a direct product of copies 
of RR as an RR-rationally chsed submodtile. 
roof. The ‘only if’ part is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 S. 
Conversely, assume there exists an R-monomorphism @ : X -+ fl,,, R(j) such that 
Im Q, is RR-rationally closed submodule of fl,, , R(‘), where R”j is a copy of RR. If 
we put &Jr =RRR, by Proposition 1.4 r1 -length RX= rz-length Xs= r1 -length 
**. Let 0: X+X e cano~ic~~~ R-monomor 
dense in ?P*. Let 
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Since 0 l pj E X*, we can define an R-homomorphism 6:X*** flrE, R(‘) by 
(a)B*pi=a(#*pj)* a!EX ** and j E I. Then, Ker Bn Im 0 = 0 and clearly Im cr is an 
essential submodule of RX **. So we have 6 is a monomorphism. It is evident that 
Im @ = (Im a)@ c Im 9 c nrE, R(j) and (Im a)@ is an +dense submodule of Im 0. It 
follows that (Im 1;-)0= Im 8 and hence Im a = X**, since (Im a)8 is &rationally 
closed in fliE, R(‘! 
In [Z] H. Bass has proved that a left R-module K can be embedded in @yZ, Rti’ 
and @:‘, , R(‘)/K is torsionless, if and only if KS Horn&, RR), where B is a right 
R-module generated by rt elements. Therefore, every finitely generated reflexive left 
module over a right Noetherian ring can be embedded in a finitely generated free 
R-module by this way. 
As a generalization of a result obtained by Morita [ 121 we have: 
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a right Noetherian ring such that evecv finitely generated 
submodrrle of I(,R) is torsionless. Then, a finitely generated left R-module X is 
reflexive, if (and only if) X is embedded in a finite& generated free left R-module 
F and F/X is torsionless. 
Remark 3. A submodule M of a left R-module N is said to be closed, if M has no 
proper essential estension in K Let R be a semi-prime (two-sided) Noetherian ring. 
Then, R has a classical two-sided quotient ring QC1 such that Q,., = I( HR) = I(R,). SO 
every finitelg gencraled left R-module X is reflexive, if and only if X is embedded 
in a finitely generated free left R-module as a closed submodule. 
Now, in the following we shall study reflesive modules over QF-3 ring without 
assuming ‘finitely generated’. 
Froposirtion 3.3. Let M be a ref/e.Cte left module over a ieft QF-3 ring R. Then, 
6’ r *er_r* KR-rationull~B closed strbrrlodule qf M is rqfiexive. 
Proof. L.et I_ be an ^,R-rationally closed submodule of b! and CT E L**. We can 
dct’k 0 : A!: -+ RR by fi(.f I= cx(.f’l U, .f’~ A!*, where .f‘) L is the restriction of 
_I: Since K&1 is reflesive, there exists k E M such that cT( f ( L) = (k)f for each 
.f’~ .\I*. Suppose k $ I.. As RUL is I(,R)-torsionless and hence torsionless, there 
csists ;in R-homomorphism 0 : M./L -+ R such that (k + L)k@. Let z : M--N/L be 
the canonical mapping. Then, we have a contradiction, since O#(k)n l 8 = 
Q(TI - 8 1 L) = 0. This implies k E L. As L is torsionless, there exists a canonical 
R-monomorphism CF : I_ --+ L * *, Suppose a#(k)a. There exists ge L* such that 
[cx - (k)a](g) f 0. Let Re be an injective faithful left ideal, where e is an idempotent. 
we may ;issllnle g E orn( R L., R Re). Because, there exists re E Re such t 
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(CP-(k)o)(g)+=efOand henceO+gereEHom(,L,,Re). Letg:,M-+,Rebeanex- 
tension of g. Then, we have a contradiction, since [(r- (k)a](g) = (k)g -. (k)g = 0. 
Thus a = (k)o and hence RL is reflexive. * 
Lemma 3.4. Assume R is a ring with a maximal two-sided quotient ring Q and R 
has a minimal RR- left ideal and a minimal RR-dense right ideal. If M is a 
reflexive left R-module and I@ = (x E I(R M); there exists an RR-dense l ft ideal J 
such that Jx5; M 1, then &# is a reflexive left Q-module. 
Proof. It is well known that I@ becomes a left Q-module. M* is embedded in 
Hom(QAl,OQ) canonically. Let f be an element in Horn@?, QQ) and D the 
minimal RR-dense right ideal of R. Since (M)f* DC R, i.e., fo c M*, Mi is 
an RR-dense submodule of Hom(QM, QQ)R. By a same argument ,@** and 
hence RM are embedded in RIHom(Hom(QA%, oQ)_o, QQ)] as an RR-dense sub- 
module. The fact that RM is torsionless implies ,M is torsionless. So MC MG 
Hom(Hom(&$ QQ)Q,QQ) and then we can conclude that I@ is a reflexive left 
Q-module. 
Now, it is well known that when R is a quasi-Frobenius ring, a left R-module X 
is reflexive, if and only if X is finitely generated. This result does not holds in the 
case where R is QF-3. However, extending this result we have: 
Theorem 3.5. Assume R is a QF-3 ring with ACC on annihilator left (or right) 
ideals. Then, a left R-module X is reflexive, if and on/y if X has DCC on 
RR-rationally closed submodules and X is embedded in a direct product of copies 
of KR as an RR-rationally closed submodule. 
Proof. QF-3 rings with ACC on annihilator left ideals have also DCC on an- 
nihilator left ideals [ 141. The ‘if’ pc3rt is evident from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Conversely, assume X is a reflexive left R-module. If we show that RX is con- 
tained in a finitely generated free left R-module, the proof of this theorem will com- 
plete. Suppose X has a submodule /?’ such that JV= @,, , N,, an infinite direct sum 
of its submodules. Let n and & be the same as in Lemma 3.4. Since R has ACC 
on HR-rationa:ly closed left ideals, by [4, Proposition 14.1 and Propof ’ ion 14. lo] 
we have N=Blt, N,. Clearly, nf7 X is ,R-rationally closed in X. So it is a re- 
flexive left R-module by Proposition 3.3. As R is QF-3, R has a maximal two-sided 
quotient ring Q (cf. [S]) and has a minimal RR-dense left ideal and a minimal 
RR-dense right ideal by [ 131. Since it is evident that N= mxi by Lemma 3.4 n 
is a reflexive left Q-module. Set 
Sj= @ N; and A,= {f E Hom(@, ,Q>; G,>f = 0) 
lEI\{/I 
j E I. Assume that C,i, A, is not QQ-rationally closed in Horn@, QQ)Q. 
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Since I(Q$ is torsionless, there exists a non-zero element $J in 
HomUHom(@, QQ>'Cj,/ $1~9 QQ>* 
It follows that there exists a non-zero element ~1 EN such that Q)(g) = (n)g = 0 for 
every gECJEIAi. Put n=ni,+***+ni,, where {i,,...,i,}CI and nikENik, k= 
1 , . . . , Z. Since QN is torsionless, there exists h E HOIll(Qn, QQ) such that (&,)h #O 
and (S,,)h = 0. This is a contradiction, since h E Ai, and (n)h = (ni,)h #O. Hence 
C,, , Aj is a QQ-rationally closed submodule of the right Q-module Hom(Qn, QQ). 
One can see that there exists f E Horn@& QQ) such that (N’)f #O for each i E I, 
since QN is torsionless. Further there exists a QQ -dense right ideal Q of Q such that 
O+#D E C,E, Ai. As Q has ACC on QQ-rationally closed right ideals, we may 
assume that D is finitely generated from [L’,, 14.91. Put D = q1 Q + I** + qnrQ, qi E Q. 
There exists a subset {j,, . . . , j,} of I such that fqk E Ai, + l + A,,_, k = 1, . . . , m. Let 
jWUi , . . . . jJ. Since NjC S’, (i = I, ..,, r), we have (lV’)_&k=O (k= 1, . . . . an). It 
follows (&)fD = 0 and this is a contrc cl%ction, as D is a QQ-dense right ideal. Thus, 
we see that RX is finite Goldie dimensional. Put I(RX) = U, @ l -= @ c/n, where Ui is 
an injective indecomposable submodule. Since I(,X) is torsionless and hence pro- 
jective by [IO], Ui is embedded in R. This completes the proof. 
From this proof we have: 
Theorem 3.6. Every reflexive left module over a left Artinian QF-3 ring is finitely 
generated. 
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